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Abstract

The original WAM specializes abstract machine code and termrepresentation for lists, squeezes the
environment stack and choice point stack into one memory area and offers support for only one atomic
data type. Most Prolog systems follow the list specialization, but the control stacks are often separated
and also more data types are supported at the implementationlevel than in the WAM. We show within
hProlog the performance effect of the list specialization and the control stack choice. We also introduce
in hProlog four extra basic types and show how it was done without performance loss.

1 Introduction

We assume knowledge of Prolog and its WAM based implementation. For a good introduction to the WAM
[17], see [1].

Since [6], our Prolog implementation named dProlog has evolved into hProlog, which will become a
back-end for HAL [5]. Over the past year, we have adapted hProlog because of HAL, and we performed
some more experiments. We report here on these developmentsand experiments.

hProlog is WAM based. The WAM originally defined only the datatypes ATOM, LIST, STRUCT and
REF and since heap addresses are typically a multiple of four, the encoding of these dynamic tags follows
naturally. Many Prolog systems have a larger number of supported data types and some also chose to
dedicate part of the heap word to information only used during garbage collection. This means that the
very simple tagging scheme of the WAM is not used in practice.Another issue is that the WAM treats lists
in a special way, both in the tagging scheme and in the instruction set. BinProlog on the other hand uses
tag-on-data (see [16]) and it treats the ./2 functor as any other functor. We wanted to establish whether the
list optimizations are really worth their while in the WAM. Section 2 reports on it.

The second experiment concerns the layout of the environment stack and the choice point stack: the
WAM interleaves these stacks. Systems like XSB [13] and SICStus Prolog [11] use two separate memory
areas for these two stacks; we name that the two stack model. Yap [3] on the other hand still uses the WAM
layout. Yap is a particularly fast system, so we wanted to findout whether its choice for the traditional stack
layout is important for its performance. hProlog was at firstimplemented with the two stack model, so we
created a version which differs from the original one only inthat aspect. We report on that in Section 3.

Finally, we come back to types and tagging schemes: in [6] we showed how dProlog - the predecessor
of hProlog - has excellent performance. While converting hProlog further to a HAL back end we needed to
introduce several new data types. We show how we have done this without losing performance and without
restricting further the available address space for the heap: the report is in Section 4.

�This paper contains a condensed version of three internal reports which discuss each issue separately and in more depth:[12, 7]
and [8] can be obtained from http://www.cs.kuleuven.ac.be/publicaties/rapporten/

yDepartment of Computer Science, K.U. Leuven, Belgium,bmd@cs.kuleuven.ac.be
zInstitut de Mathèmatiques Appliquées, UCO, Angers, France,nguyen@ima.uco.fr
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2 Should we optimize lists ?

The list optimization is described in the original WAM and asfar as we know, all implementations of the
WAM indeed follow the WAM in this respect. The BinWAM [15] is an exception and it is not pure WAM in
other respects as well. The list optimization consists of two cascadingoptimizations - cascading, because
they are not orthogonal in practice: one does not make sense without the other.

1. the instruction set is specialized for lists (we will refer to this as LSIS)

2. the heap representation of lists is specialized (we will refer to this as LSHR)

The former has lead to instructions likeget list as a list-specialized version ofget structure: the gain is in
the fact that the instruction does not need to encode as an argument the functor, because it is known to be
./2. Some WAM based implementation even have aget nil instruction.

The heap representation specialization is the one that represents a list as a special tagged (LIST) heap
pointer which points to two consecutive cells that contain thecar and thecdr of the list: this is in line with
early LISP implementations.

Specializing the heap representation for lists without specializing the instruction set as well, seems
pointless: each*structure instruction must then distinguish the LIST case from the other functors. On the
other hand, specializing the instruction setwithout specializing the heap representation, makes perfect sense
as we will indeed show. Note that this is in line with the experiment reported on in [6] when we implemented
a tag-on-data representation scheme which does not specialize the heap representation for lists.

We list first some advantages and disadvantages of not specializing the heap representation of lists:

+ one tag becomes available for a more interesting purpose

+ support for rational trees becomes easier

+ garbage collection becomes moresafe(see [9])

– loss of performance

– larger memory use

Note that we cannot perform the experiment just by a source tosource transformation that would trans-
form every list occurrence to another binary functor: the implementation of many built-ins have hard-wired
in them that they produce or accept the specialized list representation (findall/3, =../2, sort/2 ...). So for our
experiment, we need to do quite a bit of changes. We actually made two new versions of hProlog 1.8:

� hProlognolist which treats ./2 as any other binary functor both for instructions and for its heap rep-
resentation

� hProlognolist(LSIS) which uses the same heap representation for ./2 as for other binary functors, but
which has a List Specialized Instruction Set

2.1 hProlog nolist

hProlognolist was made by changing the compiler in its abstract syntax tree building phase, and by rewriting
a few internal macros and a bit of C-code. As examples:

#define is_list(p) tag(p) == LIST
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became

#define is_list(p) is_struct(p) && *(get_struct_pointer (p)) == dot_2

and

#define make_list(p) (((long)(p) << 1) | LIST)

in a C fragment like:*x = make_list(h); became

#define make_list(p) make_struct_pointer(p)

and the corresponding fragment:

*x = make_list(h); *h = dot_2; h++;

Such changes are a bit tedious, but easy to get right.

2.2 hProlog nolist(LSIS)

Introducing LSIS was done at two levels: the loader transforms somestructure instructions with dot2
as structure argument into the correspondinglist instruction - we did this only for the getstructure and
put structure instructions because the otherstructureinstructions occur quite infrequently. This results in
code that is close to what the original compiler generates. There are small differences because the original
compiler knows about the size of a cons cell. The main remaining difference however was that the original
compiler generates an instructionswitchonlistskip - which speeds upnrev quite a bit - and there was no
switchontermskipyet. So we had to introduce it - also by a peephole pass - and then let it be transformed
to theswitchonlistskip.

We have in the code above useddot 2: at the C-level, one can think of it as a (global) variable that is
initialized (at start up time) to the appropriate functor table handle for ./2. This view requires a memory
access every time dot2 is used and also in longer assembler instructions. One can alternatively make sure
that the value of dot2 is known at compile time, e.g. by running the system and printing it out and then
using this value in subsequent runs. Then code will look like*(get_struct_pointer(p)) == 179
if 179 happens to be the value of dot2. For this to work, the handle for ./2 should be constant across runs
of course. One has an interest in keeping this value small. Wehave chosen to make ./2 the first functor
that is ever put in the functor table, resulting in the value 19. This reduces also the length of the assembler
instructions needed to implement operations referring to dot 2 1. We do not report on the effect of this trick
here: it is just part of the LSIS scheme.

2.3 Benchmark results

We are interested in time and space for a set of benchmarks: these were classified roughly and a priori into
benchmarks that manipulate lists a lot (the upper part of Table 1) and the other benchmarks that manipulate
lists very little or in a balanced way. Performance wise, oneexpects to see the biggest (negative) impact
of not having LSHR in the first category, and none or just a small one in the second category. Space wise,
similar comments apply. For hProlognolist and hProlognolist(LSIS), we just give the relative difference to
the original hProlog (which includes LSHR and LSIS) in %, i.e.

100 � (X(hProlog nolist)�X(original hProlog))=X(original hProlog)

whereX can be time or heap size. Each benchmark was run with enough initial heap, trail ... space, so that
no garbage collection or expansions were triggered.

1because this value is used as an immediate operand in the assembler instruction
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The code size is also influenced by the choice between the three systems. The code in originalhProlog
and hProlognolist(LSIS) is virtually the same2. The code size in hProlognolist(LSIS) is about 1.3%
smaller than in hProlognolist measured over the whole benchmark set.

The experimental evaluation was performed on a Pentium III,500MHz, with RedHat Linux and with
256Mb RAM.

nrev poly 10 browse crypt ham queens reducer zebra
nolist +20 +14 +8 +7 +4 +3 +3 +2
lsis +18 +9 +9 +7 +5 +1 +3 +1

snrev boyer cal send chat metaqsort sdda comp
nolist -21 +1 -1 0 -2 -1 -1 0
lsis -21 0 -1 0 -2 -1 -1 0

Table 1: Performance difference of hProlognolist and hProlognolist(LSIS) with hProlog

Most of the benchmarks are classical ones.comp is an old version of the XSB compiler compiling
itself. The upper part of Table 1 shows that the impact of abandoning LSHR is very pronounced for thenrev
benchmark - this is as expected. In most of the other benchmarks that we judged a priori to be list-intensive
(and consequently expected a bigger slowdown), we found a slowdown of 10% up to almost none.

The lower part of Table 1 shows that abandoning LSHR and in thecourse of doing so introducing some
reasonable instruction specialization and merging, we getmost often a break even. We find the figure for
the benchmarkcompmost significant: it is the only real application (still of smaller than medium size) and
there was no noticeable performance loss by giving up LSHR.snrevis a version of nrev with a binary functor
different from ./2: that column shows the speed-up obtainedby introducingswitchontermskip.

It is clear that even with a specialized instruction set for lists, abandoning LSHR must lead to a higher
memory foot print, i.e. a higher heap consumption. We have measured this to be between almost 50% for
nrev(as expected) to 0% forboyer- for omp it was about 20%.

In [7] we also report in more detail on differences in cache behavior for the different versions.

2.4 Final comments on the LIST optimization

Changing a tagging scheme in an existing system is usually not an option - although it was quite easy in
the case of hProlog. So the value of this work is clearly not inpersuading people to throw away LSHR.
Also, in a native code implementation, the performance difference can be expected to be larger: since there
is no emulator overhead, the extra instructions executed and the extra cache misses in hProlognolist most
certainly will show up. But it shows that by ignoring lists during the development of a Prolog system, no
unreasonable penalty needs to be incurred.

The most important result for us is that on comp, the only moreor less realistic benchmark, there is
no meaningful speed difference between a system with LSIS+LSHR and a system without, even though
the compiler uses lists itself: typical non-trivial applications indeed use lists and other terms in a rather
balanced way. The other benchmarks seem to indicate that LSIS is not so effective as LSHR. This research
was a necessary step for us in understanding how to use type information in hProlog: this type information
is present in HAL programs. Mercury [14] has already shown the way of course, with a specialized data
representation for each type. We needed to gain experience with these issues in the emulator context.

2indexing is influenced in unpredictable ways
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3 One or two stacks ?

In this section we have again used hProlog 1.8 as a starting base.
We will use the following terminology: theenvironment stackis the stack with environments or stack

frames in more traditional terminology; thechoice point stackcontains the choice points. The original WAM
uses an interleaved environment/choice point stack which is named thelocal stack.

Several Prolog implementations do not use the original local stack anymore: SICStus Prolog was per-
haps the first one, but neither XSB nor hProlog use a single stack for environments and choice points.
Apparently, the original motivation was that locality of reference is better in a two stack model, but also
that the two stack model offers easier implementation of parallel Prolog systems or tabling based on sus-
pension/resumption of consumers as in XSB. Yap however implements the original single local stack model
and Yap is very fast, if not the fastest emulator around. The natural question is of course whether this is a
coincidence and indeed one of the reasons for the current work is to investigate to what extent Yap’s per-
formance could be attributed to this traditional approach to the local stack. We have consequently performed
the following experiment: the implementation of hProlog 1.8 was adapted in such a way that a compile (of
the C-code) time option generates a system that uses either the original WAM local stack or the (default)
two stack. We will refer to these versions of hProlog asone stackand two stack. We will describe the
adaptations in more detail in Section 3.1. We then report on the time and space performance of* stackon a
set of benchmark programs in Section 3.2.

3.1 Changes to the hProlog machine

The text below can be understood without knowing the particularities of the hProlog variant of the WAM,
but some of the quoted code only makes sense if one knows that in hProlog, environments are always
upside-downand no environment trimming is performed.

The data structures hProlog is largely3 re-entrant and one record - together with what it points to -
captures one incarnation of the WAM as implemented by hProlog. This record - a struct in C, named
machine- contains all WAM (and extended WAM) registers, pointers toall stacks and stack limits, the open
files and the information for statistics. Intwo stackmode, the machine contains a TOS4 register and pointers
to the boundaries of the environment and the choice point stack. In one stackmode, it does not contain the
TOS register and instead of the previously mentioned delimitations, the begin, the end, and the overflow
limit of the single stack for choice points and environments.

One more data structure is affected by the stack decision: the choice point. Intwo stackmode it contains
the top of environment stack; inone stackit does not.

The code The code for resetting the registers on backtracking differs, as in theone stackmode, TOS need
not be reset - and when a choice point is created, it need not besaved.

At the moment that a choice point is pushed, the top of the choice point stack must be determined. In
two stackmode, this is trivial: the top of the choice point stack is always the currentB. In one stackmode,
we get code like:

if (B < E) topofcp = B; else topofcp = E;

3The program and symbol tables are global by choice; the interrupt routines (in C) need to know which machine is executing.
4top of environment stack
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In two stackmode and assuming that the top of the environment stack - TOS -is set correctly at the start
of the execution, it needs updating at theallocateanddeallocateinstructions. AtallocateTOS comes in
correct, and is changed by

TOS = TOS - nrofpermvars;

for allocating an environment with(nrofpermvars-2)permanent variable slots. (the 2 represents the fixed
part of the environment: the environment back pointer and the continuation pointer)

At deallocate, the computation of TOS must take into account environmentsblocked by the current top
choice point:

if (E > B[tos]) TOS = B[tos];
else TOS = E;

A similar piece of code is needed intwo stackmode when acut is executed.
In one stackmode we must compute the top of environment stack atallocate, since we chose not to save

it in the choice points. The code is similar as above fordeallocatein two stackmode. This is the only place
where the top of environment stack is computed and used inone stackmode.

The code and heap garbage collectors, and the expansions of the run-time stacks were disabled: they are
not called during the tests because we start all tests with aninitial size that is large enough.

3.2 Time and space performance

The time and space performance was measured on a set of classical benchmark programs and a compiler
compiling itself (some artificial benchmarks are reported on in [12]). Timings are reported in milliseconds:
benchmarks were repeated a number of times until some reasonable total was obtained. The%differene

column contains the excess ofone stackover two stack, i.e. a negative sign reflects badly ontwo stack.
Timings were made on the same machine as in 2.3.

Table 2 shows differences of about 3% in time both ways. That hardly seems meaningful, but the
meta qsort andqueens are very backtracking intensive. This seems to indicate that backtracking programs
benefit from having a single stack. On the other hand,sdda contradicts this general conclusion.

For comparison: SICStus 3.10.0 and Yap-4.4.4 take 1755 and 1440 msecs foromp respectively. SIC-
Stus follows the two stack model, Yap has single stack.

The same table contains data about the difference in space usage between the two systems: we mention
the sum of the maximal usage of in the environment stack and the choice point stack in the two implement-
ations. There are two reasons for expecting smaller numbersfor one stack: (1) a choice point is smaller (6
as opposed to 7 fixed entries) and (2) one can easily constructa program that allocatesN stack cells for a
number of environments, deallocates them and then allocates the same amount of space for choice points:
in one stack, this takes upN cells, but intwo stack, it uses at least2 � N : the actual worst case ratio is
(2+1=6). On the other hand, in theone stack model, the cut can free the space of a choice point, but it can-
not be reused immediately as in thetwo stack model, so in that case thetwo stackmodel has a smaller stack
usage. The worst case for theone stack modeldepends on the maximal number of slots for arguments in the
cut away choice points. If that maximum isN , the worst case constant factor is asymptotically(N=3 + 3).
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Benchmark Time Space
one two %diff one two %diff

boyer 690 700 -1.5 424 448 -5.4
browse 870 860 +1.1 5736 6139 -7.0
cal 1140 1160 -1.8 37 47 -27.0
chat 980 970 +1.0 1830 1913 -4.5
crypt 700 700 0 98 106 -8.1
ham 1400 1390 +0.7 494 542 -9.7
metaqsort 910 940 -3.2 4892 4631 +5.3
nrev 1060 1040 +1.9 189 192 -1.5
poly 10 530 530 0 132 144 -9.0
queens16 1160 1180 -1.7 268 287 -7.0
queens 2220 2290 -3.1 195 216 -10.7
reducer 280 280 0 794 764 +3.7
sdda 690 670 +2.9 287 303 -5.5
send 760 770 -1.3 87 112 -28.7
tak 790 790 0 166 177 -6.6
zebra 1680 1680 0 141 179 -26.9
average -0.4 -9.2
comp 1249 1256 -0.6 12402 12111 +2.3

Table 2: Time (msecs) and space (machine words) performance: one stack against two stack

On the whole, theone stackmodel is favorable to backtracking intensive programs.
Note that the space figures in Table 2 include the setup for thebenchmarks5.
The one stackmodel has more chance to win space wise when the life times of choice points and

environments overlap: this seems not true in more realisticprograms like comp. The space comparison
never shows the extreme worst case. Most often thetwo stackmodel uses significantly more space: on top
of that, in a realistic scenario thetwo stackmodel must pre-allocate more space (roughly double) than the
one stackmodel.

3.3 Final comments on the one vs. two stack issue

The power of this contribution is in the fact that within basically the same system the two alternative stack
layouts are implemented and that all other aspects of the abstract machine were kept the same: this means
that any observed performance differences can be attributed to the difference between one and two stacks.
The fact that hProlog has reasonable performance compared to other state-of-the-art WAM emulators, adds
to the credibility of the experiment.

Folklore tells that the locality of reference is better in the single stack model and that consequently the
performance should be better. The experiment confirms this,but in a weak sense: the differences are so
small that they seem hardly significant. The main conclusionis that there is no good performance reason
to chose one model over the other and that certainly the excellent speed of Yap cannot be attributed to its
traditional stack layout.

5that is why the diff column for nrev is not equal to zero
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4 New tags for new data types

The tag change reported on in this section, was performed within hProlog 2.3 and is meant to stay.
At some point we felt the need to incorporate two more data types in hProlog: character and string.

While these can be implemented without adapting the taggingscheme, it is aesthetically more pleasing to
do so and definitely from a performance point of view more desirable. We had previously also introduced
attributed variables in hProlog, and we wanted to supportbig integers.

These new types were not supposed to slow down the system, neither (further) restrict the address space
that hProlog in principle allows for the heap: it used to be 2 Gb on a 32-bit machine6.

During the development of hProlog (starting with dProlog) we made one big mistake: while most data
representation issues are hidden carefully, the decision to represent a free variable as an untagged self-pointer
is freely used everywhere in the code, as well as the fact thata reference is an untagged pointer. This means
that we could not (easily) change the representation of a reference chain and an undefined variable.

In Section 4.1 we explain the hProlog tagging scheme. The interaction with the garbage collector can
be found in [8]. Section 4.4 contains the experiments and Section 4.5 finished with a conclusion.

4.1 Three tag bits and the works

We are developing hProlog almost exclusively on 32-bit machines. Pointers to the heap are aligned on a 4
byte boundary and the highest order bit of pointers returnedby malloc is 0 (malloc is used for areas like the
heap). This means that we can use 3 bits for the tagging. We chose to use three lower bits and to shift the
word when necessary. This resulted in the following tags in bits 1 to 3:

REFERENCE 000 and 100 (**) ATT 101 (*)
STRING 001 (*) STRUCT 110 (*)
SIMPLE 010 LIST 111 (*)
NUMBER 011 (*)

(**) means that the contents of the word is to be interpreted as a pointer. As usual in the WAM, a
self-reference means an undef - the end of a reference chain.

(*) means that the word should be (logically) shifted to the right, and masked with̃ 0x3, to obtain a
pointer 7 to a sequence of cells that contain more data. The case LIST isimplemented as in traditional
WAM: the pointer points to two consecutive cells on the heap and these are the head and tail of the list. In
the other (*) cases, the (derived) pointer points to aheaderwhich also must have a tag because of the heap
garbage collector.

SIMPLE: The tag SIMPLE is overloaded and means that the rest of the word encodes an atom, a character,
a small integer or is a structure header (i.e. a functor descriptor) or a string header. Atom, character and
small integer areatomicin the Prolog sense of the built-in. Let a cell have the SIMPLEtag - remember it is
only 3 bits.

� If the cell’s fourth bit iszero, the remaining 28 bits encode a small integer in the usual two’s complement. This
choice ensures that detecting whether some cell contains a small integer is fast.

� If the fourth bit isone, bits 5 to 11 (7 bits) often contain an arity, so we name this field thegeneralized arityor
genarityfor short.

– If the genarity equals 0x7f, the cell is an atom and the remaining 21 bits denote an index in the atom table.

6hProlog does not restrict the size of the other memory areas
7[2] describes an alternative to shifting: negation of the bits can be used for one of the pointers
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– If the genarity equals 0x7e, the remaining 21 bits encode a character.

– If the genarity equals 0x7d, the cell contains a STRING header, and the 21 bits encode the length of the
string.

– In all other cases the cell contains a functor, i.e. the header of a structure on the heap. The 21 bits denote
again an index in the functor table, where the name, the real arity and (if present) the code entry point
of the functor can be found. If the genarity is different fromzero, it represents the actual arity of the
functor, otherwise the arity must be looked up in the functortable. It means that functors with an arity
smaller than 124 (0x7d) do not need this general look-up and that covers most occurrences of functors
and it allows support for very large arities.

Note that general unification and abstract machine instructions do not need to distinguish between these
last 4 cases: a header is only reachable by its tagged pointerand the case ATOM, SMALLINT and CHAR
need no distinction. Section 4.2 gives an overview of the representations in the form of pictures.

NUMBER and STRING: A NUMBER tagged word is a pointer to the header of either a floating point
number (a C double) or a bigint. As for any tagged pointer, thepointer is extracted from the wordw by

pointer = (((unsigned long)w) >> 1) & ˜0x3

The same is true for LIST, FUNCTOR and ATT tagged pointers.
The header of a bigint (BIGINTHEADER) has the value 0 and the REALHEADER has the value 1.

At first we tried to pack more info in the BIGINTHEADER, but later refrained from doing so mainly for
simplicity reasons.

The REAL HEADER is followed by two cells: the double. Its precision and range is as in C.
The BIGINT HEADER is followed by a cell that encodes the length (in words) of the bigint, its sign

and a bit telling whether to find the (absolute) value in the next cells or not. The latter is related to heap
overflow. Execution that does not overflow the heap during a computation, always produces the value cells
immediately after the information cell. For more on this issue, see [8].

A STRING tagged pointer points to a cell which is identified asa STRINGHEADER because it has a
SIMPLE tag and a genarity that equals 0x7d. The remaining 21 bits indicate the length of the string in bytes:
the length in words is easily derived from that. The characters are represented as in C. There is no trailing
zero byte and in principle a string can contain zero bytes. Itwould be easy to incorporate strings with wide
characters in this scheme.

4.2 Pictures that show the tags and the heap layout

Figure 1 shows the atomic types with a SIMPLE tag and which aretagged-on-data, as well as the two kind
of variables in hProlog: ordinary (Herbrand) variables andattributed variables. A reference has the same
tag as a free variable.

Figure 2 shows the Prolog types which use tag on pointer: LIST, STRING, STRUCT and NUMBER.
In the case of STRING, STRUCT and NUMBER, the pointer points to a header. The LIST pointer points
directly to two other Prolog terms.

4.3 Code generation considerations

New abstract machine code instructions must be introduced for supporting directly the new types. For
characters, these are just variants of the instructions foratoms.

The instructions for strings are similar, but one must caterfor the fact that not every string has the same
length. As a result, some string instructions have a variable length themselves.
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(a) The SIMPLE tag with variants
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Figure 1: Simple tag and variables
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the string "abcdef"STRING
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0x7d6 SIMPLE0

index 3 SIMPLE0

Figure 2: Other types

The instruction switchonbound8 uses a hash table for fast access of the appropriate clause(s). It is
trivially extended to also work on input and head arguments that are of the type character or string. However,
in HAL - just as in Mercury - a set of facts like

foo(asd).
foo("hello").

cannot be typed correctly, because a union type with string and some other data is not possible. The same
applies to other built-in types. We have therefore disabledindexing on arguments which are a mixture of
values of these basic types and something else. We have not (yet) taken advantage of that by specializing the
indexing instructions, but it has a detrimental effect on atleast one benchmark: cal.pl contains the predicate
cal key/3 of which some facts are shown

cal_key( 1, 6, 1).
cal_key( 2, 2, 1).

8name inherited from XSB
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...
cal_key(jan, 6, 1).
cal_key(feb, 2, 1).
...

hProlog does no longer apply indexing to such a predicate. The benchmarks show therefore timings for
cal.pl and for simplecal.pl, which is a version of cal from which we eliminated allthe facts for calkey with
an atom in the first argument: they are not activated during the benchmark. While on the topic of changes
to benchmarks: in sdds, we have replaced the occurrence of"A" = [A] by A = 0’A because of the
introduction of strings.

4.4 Experimental evaluation of the new tag scheme

Extending the tag scheme - and the instruction set - of a system that is among the fastest around, runs the
risk of slowing it down: we intended to show that the introduction of more natively supported types does
not need to slow down an already fast system. We use the same set of benchmarks as in [6] and we simply
compare the performance of dProlog1.0 which has the original tagging scheme with hProlog2.3.9 which
has the new tagging scheme with the extra types supported: see Table 3. We also show the performance of
SICStus Prolog 3.10.0 and Yap-4.4.2 because that gives additional credibility to the figures. One must keep
in mind that the benchmarks are old, mostly badly written andthat hProlog intends to support a super-set of
Clocksin-Mellish Prolog (except for dynamic predicates).

We have previously compared the performance of our attributed variables to the SICStus Prolog ones:
see [4]. The bigints in hProlog are based on Section 4.3.1 in [10], and so are the bignums in SICStus
Prolog: the comparison is therefore not interesting, i.e. the results are basically the same. Mainstream
Prolog systems do not support strings or characters, so a specific comparison is not possible: it is of course
very easy to make benchmarks that show the superiority of supporting strings natively to supporting them
as lists of ASCII codes.

benchmark dProlog hProlog SICStus Prolog Yap
boyer 7410 5645 6115 5087
browse 7552 5290 11667 5270
simple cal 1495 1000 1370 1515
chat 807 740 1007 840
crypt 3850 2460 4237 3902
ham 977 977 1252 852
metaqsort 1372 1095 1132 1072
nrev 6472 6450 11605 6605
poly 10 557 385 490 470
queens 1807 1435 2385 1715
queens16 1365 632 1592 700
reducer 5362 3517 4130 3382
sdda 460 372 370 340
send 6547 4332 9345 5240
tak 1235 837 1282 1142
zebra 4210 4560 5097 3485
cal 1480 1637 1357 1510
comp 1347 1300 1755 1440

Table 3: Timings for some benchmarks
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The table shows in bold the figures that are best amongst the four and the worst figure is indicated in
italic. Timings are in milliseconds and the benchmarks wereperformed on an Intel 686, 1.8 GHz with
RedHat Linux. The benchmarks were compiled without some of the optimizations that hProlog can perform
(like in-lining and switch improvement).

We have singled out two benchmarks:al for reasons explained in Section 4.3, andomp, because it is
not a traditional benchmark.

Of the 16 traditional benchmarks, hProlog is the faster on 9 and never the slowest. hProlog is slower
than dProlog only on zebra: the reason is that the general unification routine in dProlog does not support
cyclic terms, while in hProlog it does.

hProlog is slower on the original (bad typed) version ofal, because it does not index any longer on a
badly typed argument.

On modern hardware, the traditional benchmarks are no longer well suited for performance assessment,
because they need to be repeated a million times in order to obtain timings that are close to a second. The
last benchmark (omp) is the most realistic benchmark of all and hProlog also performs best for it.

We must end with a caveat: the choice of the version of gcc withwhich hProlog and dProlog is compiled
is crucial to the findings. We have easy access in our department to gcc 2.95.4 and 3.0.4. hProlog runs
slightly faster when compiled with 3.0.4 while dProlog benefits significantly from 2.95.4. So we have
compiled each with the gcc version that gives best results. The benchmark that is most affected by the
choice of compiler is nrev.

4.5 Discussion of the tagging scheme

All together, Table 3 seems to show our point: there is no needto lose performance or address space while
introducing more types in the WAM. And there is room for more:we have already experimented with
overloading the representation for STRINGS, so that we can have a native array type in hProlog.

5 Discussion

We have once more used hProlog as a platform for experiments.The exemplary performance of hProlog
and its completeness as a Prolog system are a guarantee that the experiments and the conclusions can be
meaningful. In the case of the one stack versus two stack experiment, the conclusion is that it does not
really matter for performance. In the case of the list optimizations, the conclusion is that it matters only for
applications using lists much more heavily than other data structures: our experience (independent of the
benchmarks) is that this is rare. The conclusions are not surprising, but it is nice to have an experimental
verification of what is intuitively believed. The final experiment - a new tag scheme allowing more native
data types - is the most important to us, because we cannot dodge the issue of supporting natively more data
types. So it is all the more important that we have achieved this without performance loss. We acknowledge
that performance is secondary to features, but it is our dutyto search techniques which do not trade one for
the other. We believe we have succeeded.
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